Gratitude Report
Palau Conservation Society 2019

Some people might call this an
Annual Report. We call it a
Gratitude Report.
2019 marked 25 years for Palau Conservation Society as
Palau’s national conservation NGO. This significant
milestone was made possible by YOU—our members,
donors, grantors, and supporters. Thank you for your
contribution to protecting Palau’s environment—for the
people of Palau and for the thousands of animal and
plant species who call its clear blue waters and pristine
forests home.
Kom Kmal Mesulang (Thank you)!
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Vision
Healthy Ecosystems for a Healthy Palau

Mission
Palau Conservation Society works with the
community to preserve the nation’s unique natural
environment and perpetuate its conservation ethic
for the economic and social benefit of present and
future generations of Palauans and for the
enjoyment and education of all.
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“The challenges that face
Palau are immense, but
so is the commitment of
the PCS Family. We are so
thankful.”
-Chairman Orrukem

Message from Chairman David A. Orrukem
We are so lucky to be living in Palau and to enjoy this pristine paradise, along with our culture that ties all of
us together in a communal way. Still, we are at a critical time for the Republic, and in fact, the planet. We are
continually reminded about the impacts of climate change as our sea levels and temperatures rise each year.
In the future, we can expect more instances of salt water inundation of low-lying areas and the bleaching of
our precious reefs. On top of these impacts to our environment are the impacts to Palauan culture. You see,
the uniqueness of Palau’s environment is embedded in our daily lives and everything we do as Palauans.
Child-rearing, house building, feeding our families, traditional livelihoods, first-child ceremonies, and
funerals—all cultural activities that depend on a healthy environment. Without them, who are we?
If we are to survive the changes ahead, we must become resilient. Now is the time to address sustainable
land management, to strengthen our near and off-shore fisheries, to deal with invasive species, and to build
up human capacity to protect our natural resources. Of course, this will take all of us and we need you—our
members, donors, grantors, and friends to stand with Palau Conservation Society as we work to achieve our
collective vision of “Healthy Ecosystems for a Healthy Palau.”
As we close 2019, and look forward to a new decade, I would like to take the time to say thank you for your
continued support and dedication. From the local people who give bi-weekly from their pay checks, to the
business owners who include PCS in their annual budget, to the grantors who put their trust in us - we are so
appreciative of your generosity and kindness.
Thank you to PCS staff members for what you do every day on the ground. Thank you to my fellow Board
members who provide important leadership and guidance.
The challenges that face Palau are immense, but so is the commitment of the PCS Family. I look forward to
our continued work together as we build a more resilient Palau.
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Youth Ocean Stewards

New Chairman

The Ocean Stewards
Initiative, focused on plastic
pollution, reaches 286
children and lends support
to public school teachers. A
lesson plan is developed
from the project and
integrated into the Ministry
of Education curriculum.

PCS members elect two new
Board members at the
Annual General
Membership Meeting— TJ
Remengesau and Adolph
Demei.

Urban Development and
Conservation
PCS staff serve on Steering
Committee and Working
Group for Koror-Babeldaob
Urban Development
Strategic Action Plan, a
Ministry of Finance led
effort to improve urban
planning in Koror and
Babeldaob.
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David A. Orrukem is elected
as Chairman.

2019
Year in Review

Year-long 25th Anniversary
Celebration
In June, PCS hosts a worldwide birthday party with over
300 people participating
around the world. The
Annual Gala and Fundraiser is
a success helping PCS reach
its fundraising target. In
November, a community
beach clean-up is held with
100 local youth.
Public and Private Partnerships
to Achieve Desirable Social and
Environmental Impacts
PCS partners with the Ministry
of Natural Resources,
Environment, and Tourism to
improve terrestrial and marine
planning. PCS works with a
number of states to improve
management of protected
areas.

Employment and
Mentorship for Local People

Protecting Human Health
and Biodiversity

Addressing Invasive Species in
Protected Areas

PCS remains a trusted
employer, and has provided
living-wage careers to over
80 individuals in its 25 year
history. PCS continues to
provide mentorship to high
school and college interns
each summer.

PCS continues its support of
Kayangel State to decrease
the impact of invasive rats
on both the community and
local endemic birds. Three
out of four Kayangel Islands
remain rat free.

PCS launches an initiative to
tackle the invasive vine, kebeas,
which is strangling trees in
Palau’s pristine forests, including
in protected areas.

Thank you for bringing hands-on
learning to children across Palau
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Because of you, nearly 100% of
seventh graders in public schools
engaged in the plastic pollution
lesson plan this year.
“If it was up to me, I would say let’s go outside. Let’s go climb
trees. That kind of relationship with the land is what makes
people take care of it,” said Teacher Amanda Shiro, as she

reflected on the way she was raised as a kid growing up in
Ngarchelong State. Now a seventh grade teacher in her third
year at Ngarchelong Elementary, Ms. Amanda is thriving in her role. She is committed to ensuring that
the Palauan culture of environmental stewardship is a part of what she brings to the classroom. This
year, because of PCS donors and supporters, Teacher Amanda was able to bring a new plastic pollution
lesson plan to her class which included a fun, half-day activity where students collected, segregated, and
analyzed plastic garbage that had washed up at Ollei Port.
To create the lesson plan, PCS staff members and Ministry of Education (MOE) Science Specialists
consulted for many weeks to ensure that the conservation-focused lesson plan was aligned with science
curriculum targets. Because of this collaboration, the lesson plan was made an official part of the 7th
grade curriculum. An advanced lesson plan dealing with microplastics was also developed for the 9th
grade environmental class. By the end of fall quarter, nearly 100% of public school seventh graders had
engaged in the lesson plan, along with 68 ninth graders. The 286 students collected a total of 777
pounds of trash, the majority of which was made of plastic.
Plastic pollution is a growing problem for Palau and the world. It is estimated that 8 million tons of
plastic waste enter the ocean each year on top of the 150
million tons of plastic already swirling around. In
addition to being a threat to fish and other marine
animals, plastics, especially microplastics, can be toxic
to humans who consume these animals.
When asked about the plastic pollution activity, one
student remarked, “We need more activities like this.
We need to help the world.”
This project was made possible through support from
the Global GreenGrants Fund, the Republic of Palau,
and PCS members and donors.
Top photo: Teacher Amanda Shiro. Right: 7th grade students from Meyuns clean up plastic pollution near their school.
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Your support helped local people improve their
management skills for better results in conservation
The challenges that face Palau’s unique
environment continue to evolve and grow in
complexity. In an effort to enhance conservation
results in Palau, PCS recently worked with a
number of partners to engage in a capacity building
effort targeting conservation practitioners. The
trainings centered on a management approach
called Results-based Management (RBM).

Network (PAN) Fund and I was still taking
everything in,” said Jovalyn Koshiba, as she
recalled the RBM workshops she attended. “I was
still trying to grasp everything and Umai Basilius
[PCS Program Manager] made everything so
simple… I humbly thank you for this opportunity as
it has added value to my goal of advancing myself
in the workplace.”

RBM is a best practice in conservation and focuses
on performance and achievement of outputs and
outcomes. It integrates project design,
management, and monitoring. It also promotes ongoing learning and ensures that project outcomes
are linked to broader initiatives at the local and
national level.

Ms. Koshiba was among 208 individuals who
participated in the various RBM workshops that
were held in 2018 and 2019. Overwhelmingly,
participants reported increased confidence to
successfully implement their strategic plans and/or
conservation management plans.

The RBM approach is meant to help strategic plans
and resource management plans come to life as
practitioners gain greater understanding of how to
achieve results. To increase relevancy and
understanding among local participants, PCS
collaborated with the Palauan Language
Commission to develop RBM terminology and
concepts in the local vernacular.
“I had just started with the Protected Areas

English
Goals/
Objectives
Strategy
Activities
Output
Outcome
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Palauan
Ruoll/Urerall
Teletelel a kldachelbil a
ureor/dandori
Kedmekill el ureor
Redechel a urered
Blekeradel ma lechub eng
teletael el duubech ma
lechub e ke de mo
melchesuar el okiu a urered.

With the success of this initiative, the next steps
will be to transform the workshops into a formal
resource management training course leading to
official certification.
The RBM initiative was made possible through
partnership with the Palau GEF Small Grants
Programme and PCS members and donors. Sulang.
Table: Sample
terminology created
in partnership with
the Palauan
Language
Commission to make
Results Based
Management more
accessible to the
local community.
Photo: Jovalyn
Koshiba, PAN Fund

A protected areas site manager shares about the
threat of kebeas to his community.
vine has been creeping into Ngardok Nature
Reserve, an MCN site, which houses Micronesia's
largest freshwater lake. Omar has noticed an
impact on birds, trees, and the overall health of
forest ecosystems within the protected area.

Omar Faustino describes kebeas as a
“heart-shaped leaf with vines that can
cover the trunk and canopy of trees,
strangling them.”

In 2019 PCS launched an initiative working in
collaboration with managers like Omar to combat
kebeas, especially in Palau’s protected areas. Ongoing activities will include mapping, community
demonstrations on how to properly get rid of
kebeas, and an animated film to be shared with
schools and the general public.

Smothering, strangling, aggressive – common
words often used to describe the infamous vine,
Merremia peltata, as it snakes up forest trees.
Known locally as kebeas, this native species
thrives in sunlight. As Babeldaob has opened up
over the past several years, especially with the
compact road coming on line, forests once closed
off to most people are now facing disturbances new roads, farms, businesses, and housing. As a
result, kebeas has found new pathways and has
become invasive in many areas. With the ability
to reach up to 20 meters in length, kebeas is a
serious threat to Palau's forests.
Omar Faustino is the Program Manager for Melekeok Conservation Network (MCN) on the east
side of Babeldaob island. He describes kebeas as
a “heart-shaped leaf with vines that can cover the
trunk and canopy of trees, strangling them.” The
9

This initiative was made possible by the U.S.
Department of Interior, Office of Insular Affairs
and PCS members and donors. Thank you.

Left photo: In addition to his role with MCN, Omar
Faustino is one of PCS’ 600 members. Members give
anywhere from $10.00 a year to $100.00 per month.
Above: Kebeas or Merremia peltata taking over a section of
forest.

25 Years of Conservation Leadership
In 2019, Palau Conservation Society celebrated its
25th Anniversary.
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Our members, donors, and supporters, have been at the center of PCS’
success. Thank you for 25 years of kindness and dedication.
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Your support has helped to protect human health, endemic
birds, and food security in Kayangel
For the past several years, PCS has worked with
the Kayangel community, the Kayangel State
Government, and local, and international
partners to find solutions to address the
infestation of invasive rats whose populations
reached epic proportions on Kayangel’s four atoll
islands in the early 2010s.

and the birds themselves.
Perhaps the most notable of these birds is the Bekai
or Palau Megapode, a globally endangered bird
species in which Kayangel boasts one of the largest
populations.

Three out of four islands of Kayangel
The impacts of these rodents were felt
are rat-free. Only one of three invasive
throughout the community, especially related to
rat species remains on the main island
crop production and water quality— invasive rats
of Kayangel.
were invading gardens and were seen around
water tanks. Kayangel
residents were also
After the first eradication in 2012, three out of four
aware of the threat to
of the Kayangel Atoll Islands remain rat free. After an
biodiversity - rats like
additional operation in 2018, only one of the three
to feast on bird eggs
invasive rat species remains on the main island of
Kayangel.
Above: Children playing on
the shoreline of the main
island of Kayangel.
Right: Bekai or Palau
Megapode
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This initiative was made possible through
partnership with BirdLife International, Island
Conservation, and PCS members and donors. Thank
you.

Thanks for helping fisherman like
Adolph Demei to find solutions to
improve fisheries in Palau
“I love fishing, said Adolph Demei, a 57 year-old
business owner in the Republic of Palau. Mr.
Demei has enjoyed fishing ever since he was a boy
splashing on the reefs of Melekeok with his
grandfather.
In the early 90s, Adolph’s career was focused on
diving, catering to tourists in Palau’s pristine
waters. In fact, he was one of the first people in
Palau to earn his PADI Instructor Certification.
Everything changed for Demei when he was
introduced to the “catch and release” method of
fishing in Okinawa.
Soon after, Mr. Demei opened a catch and release
tour business in Palau and has been doing this
ever since. He has a dream career fishing with
tourists who come to Palau from around the
world, but he also acknowledges many challenges.

“Back then, we would catch 10 to 15 giant
trevallies (GTs) per day. These days, it’s two or
three GTs if we have a good day. Back then, the
sizes were big too.”
According to both fishermen and researchers,
Palau’s reef fish stocks have been in decline for

many years due to increased demand and other
factors such as improved technology.
With Palau’s culture and economy closely tied to
marine biodiversity, this has set-off alarm bells
among leaders, scientists, and fishermen alike.
With the support of members and donors, PCS can
continue to work with fisherman like Adolph Demei
to find solutions to achieve sustainable fisheries
management.

“Back then we would catch 10-15 giant
trevallies per day. These days, it’s two
or three GTs if we have a good day.”
-Adolph Demei

“It’s about protecting them for future generations,”
says Demei. As a new Board Member of Palau
Conservation Society, Adolph looks forward to
working with supporters to assure that tomorrow’s
youth have the opportunity to fish with their
grandfathers, just as he did.
The sustainable fisheries initiative is made possible
through partnership with The Nature Conservancy,
Micronesia Conservation Trust, and PCS members
and donors. Thank you.
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Financial Report
PCS’ sustainability has increased in past years. More
than anything, this is due to the generosity of our
members and the trust placed in us by grantors.
Total funding sources grew in 2019, despite grant
funding decreasing. This was due to an increase in
donations. Our membership contributions continue to
grow each year.
PCS expenses grew in some areas due to an increase in
staffing, use of consultants, hosting more workshops,
and an increase in supply purchases.
This was a positive year for investments which is
reflected by the growth in the PCS Endowment.

Funding Sources

Expenses

2017

2018

Grants

476,595 445,884

Indirect
Membership
Contributions

42,000

51,754

34,145

28,519

31,956

35,252

Donations

Total

148,533 107,618

695,648 637,212

2017

2018

2019

Salaries

296,657

303,963

320,146

Consultants

43,567

24,677

37,113

Travel

34,189

31,020

34,295

Rent

27,119

21,942

24,851

Workshops

44,964

39,546

55,105

Supplies

13,669

14,160

32,641

Equipment

58,802

9,157

11,150

Publishing

15,313

14,000

1,591

Communications

10,805

13,607

8,319

Fundraising

18,620

17,224

15,054

Others

3,621

5,760

4,287

567,326

495,056

544,552

2019

435,592

148,831

653,820

Endowment
2017

2018

2019

485,594

488,296

626,422

Total
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With Sincere Gratitude
We are so thankful to the businesses and organizations that provide support to PCS. Our grantors provide
significant funding for PCS projects. Conservation Partners collaborate with PCS to implement conservation
projects as well as provide financial resources and/or technical assistance. Corporate Partners for
Conservation are businesses that donate $1000 or more annually to PCS.

Grant Support

$2,500

Palau GEF Small Grants Programme
Global GreenGrants Fund
Protected Areas Network Fund
U.S. Department of Interior, Office of Insular Affairs
Rainforest Trust

Eurasia Pacific Lines

Conservation Partners
BirdLife International
Micronesia Conservation Trust
Palau International Coral Reef Research Center
Palau Ministry of Natural Resources, Environment
and Tourism
The Nature Conservancy
Corporate Partners for Conservation
$10,000
Surangel and Son’s Company
$5,000
Blue Bay Petroleum Incorporated
IP & E
Sun’s Flower Shop

Raymond James & Associates, Inc

West Caroline’s Trading Company
$2,000
Bank of Hawaii
$1,500
Rock Island Tour Company
$1,000
Penthouse
Matson Navigation
Palau Water
Palasia Hotel
Palau National Development Corp.
Additional Business Donors
Impac Dive Tours
Melusch-Dil
Summit Realty
Anonymous Donor

$4,000
Alii Bamou Resort
$3,000+
Palau Pacific Resort
DFS Palau Ltd.
Palau Royal Resort
$2,500
Bank of Guam
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Biota Marine Lab

In-Kind Donation
Shimbros International
600 PCS Members & Supporters
To our bi-weekly allotters, yearly members, and
individual donors, we are so thankful for your
ongoing support —kom kmal mesulang!

KOM KMAL MESULANG TO OUR LOCAL
AND INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
Rubekul Belau
Mechesil Belau
Office of the President
Olbiil er a Kelulau
House of Delegates
Traditional women’s and men's
groups
Ministry of Education
Ministry of Natural Resources
Environment and Tourism
Ministry of Community and
Cultural Affairs
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of State
Aimeliik State
Airai State
Angaur State
Hatohobei State
Kayangel State
Koror State
Melekeok State

Association of State PAN Coordinators
All the educational institutions of Palau
Belau National Museum
Belau Tourism Association
Belau Watershed Alliance
Bureau of Marine Resources

Ngaraard State

Island Conservation

Protected Areas Network Office

Ngarchelong State
Ngardmau State
Ngaremlengui State

Island Times Newspaper
Japan International Corporation Agency
Japan International Research Center for
Agriculture
Koror State Department of Conservation
and Law Enforcement
Koror State Solid Waste

Reef World Foundation
Taiwan Technical Mission
Tia Belau Newspaper

Ngatpang State
Ngchesar State
Ngiwal State
Peleliu State
Sonsorol State
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Bureau of Agriculture
Bureau of Tourism

Ngara Mai Brel
Ngardok Nature Reserve
Office of Climate Change
One Reef
Osaka University
Pacific Islands Ocean Observing System
(PacIOOS)
Palau Animal Welfare Society (PAWS)
Palau Community Action Agency

Chamber of Commerce

Palau Community College

Civic Action Team Palau
Palau Energy Office
Coral Reef Research Foundation
Palau Forestry
Ebiil Society
Palau International Coral Reef Center
Eco-Paradise Radio
Palau National Communications Corps.
Embassy of Japan
Palau National Marine Sanctuary
Embassy of the Republic of China (Taiwan) Palau National Public Works
Environmental Quality Protection Board Palau Scholarship Board
Friends of the PNMS/Palau Pledge
Palau Sport Fishing Association
GEF Small Grants Programme
Palau Visitors Authority
Hatohobei Organization People and the Palau Wave Radio

The Environment Inc.
United Nations Environment Programme

Lightning Strikes Productions
United States Embassy
National Environment Protection Council US Fish and Wildlife
National Invasive Species Committee
USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service

Together, we have

achieved so much
1

25 Years

2

donate bi-weekly or annually.
These amazing individuals and
families know the importance of
protecting Palau’s environment.

of serving the Republic of Palau
and its people as the nation’s
national conservation NGO.

3

4096 acres

4

777 lbs of trash
was collected by 7th and 9th
grade classrooms who engaged
in the plastic pollution lesson
plan.

80 employees
since 1994, have benefited from
living-wage employment at PCS.
Many have gone on to
prestigious leadership roles.

of protected areas were
strengthened through PCS
programs this year.

5

600 members

6

117 Volunteers
participated in the PCS 25th
Anniversary Beach Clean-up in
Choll, Ngaraard.

Healthy Ecosystems for a Healthy Palau
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Looking Forward to 2020—COVID-19
As we go to print on the 2019 Annual Report, the world is in
the midst of a global pandemic. While the global death toll
has hit 400,000, remarkably, the Republic of Palau remains
COVID-19- free. Still, the impacts are being felt across our
island nation.
Palau’s economy is greatly dependent upon environmental
tourism and since late March, nearly all tourists have left
the islands. Our corporate partners—from restaurants to
hotels to dive shops—are struggling to survive. 20% of
Palau Conservation Society’s funding comes from local
businesses and many have already let us know that they will be unable to give in 2020.
Thankfully, PCS is well positioned to be flexible and to deal with the challenges that face the
organization. Currently, we are working to identify significant cuts to our unrestricted budgets while
ensuring conservation efforts are not compromised. The entire staff is working together and across
programs as we adjust to being short staffed with a hiring freeze now in place. In addition, PCS has
taken advantage of the temporary relief program for NGOs instituted by the national government.
The Board of Directors is providing strong leadership as we plan for two to three years of decreased
revenues. We, of course, continue to rely on the generosity of our members who donate bi-weekly
and annually and those businesses still able to contribute.
It’s clear that Palau’s efforts to protect its environment have paid off as people look to the land
and sea to feed their families.
It is estimated that 700 Palauans have or will lose their jobs in the coming months. As a result, local
people are turning to the environment to feed their families. It seems that every household has
stories of unemployed family members taking up gardening and farming in an effort to put food on
the table and to pass the time. Laid off tour guides and boat operators are heading out with cousins
and friends to go fishing in order to feed their children, aunties, and neighbors. Thankfully, because
of the environmental stewardship of local people and the decisions of elected and traditional leaders
to protect Palau’s natural resources over the years, Palau’s environment is able to sustain its
people—providing food, clean water, and so much more in this unprecedented time.
As we look to the future and the recovery of the economy, PCS looks forward to working closely with
the national and state governments to support a plan that is both sustainable and effective. The
consensus is that the world will look very different after this crisis is over.
One thing that will stay the same is Palau Conservation Society’s commitment to protecting
Palau’s unique natural environment for present and future generations of Palauans.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
David A. Orrukem, Chairman
Mario Katosang, Vice Chairman
Elbuchel Sadang, Treasurer
Sinton Soalablai, Secretary

Adolph Demei, member
Faustina K. Rehuher-Marugg, member
Dr. Minoru F. Ueki, member
Sandra S. Pierantozzi, member
T.J. Remengesau, member

STAFF

FOUNDERS

Executive Director:

Adalbert Eledui
Belhaim Sakuma
David K. Idip
Faustina K. Rehuher-Marugg
Juan F. Polloi
Julita Tellei
Maura Gordon
Dr. Minoru F. Ueki
Noah Idechong
Sandra S. Pierantozzi

Bola Majekobaje
Conservation and Protected Areas:
Lolita Gibbons-Decherong, Program Manager
Fabio Siksei, Program Coordinator
John Techitong, Program Coordinator
Development and Administration:
Genna Saiske, Development Officer
Godinez Ngiltii, Transportation & Equip. Officer
Lei Nagata, Accountant and HR Manager
Susan Toribiong, Accountant
Policy and Planning:
Umai Basilius, Program Manager
Bernie Besebes, Project Coordinator
Zina Wong, Program Officer
Communication and Outreach Program:
Heather Ketebengang, Program Manager
College Student Intern:
Yvonne Minnie Markub
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Left to Right: Yvonne Ueda and Steven Victor celebrating PCS
World Wide Birthday. Both are members of PCS and work for
our long-time conservation partner, The Nature Conservancy.

Download the iBird Hawaii
and Palau Guide app in the
Apple App Store.

Palau Conservation Society
P.O. Box 1811
Koror, PW 96940
+680-488-3993 or
+680-488-4716
admin@palauconservation.org
www.palauconservation.org
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